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Recent experiments in high temperature DIII-D tokamak �J. L. Luxon, Nucl. Fusion 42, 64 �2002��
plasmas reported the first observation of plasma acceleration driven by the application of static
nonresonant magnetic fields �NRMFs�, with resulting improvement in the global energy
confinement time. Although the braking effect of static magnetic field asymmetries is well known,
recent theory �A. J. Cole et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 065001 �2007�� predicts that in some
circumstances they lead instead to an increase in rotation frequency toward a “neoclassical offset”
rate in a direction opposed to the plasma current. We report the first experimental confirmation of
this surprising result. The measured NRMF torque shows a strong dependence on both plasma
density and temperature, above expectations from neoclassical theory. The consistency between
theory and experiment improves with modifications to the expression of the NRMF torque
accounting for a significant role of the plasma response to the external field and for the beta
dependence of the plasma response, although some discrepancy remains. The magnitude and
direction of the observed offset rotation associated with the NRMF torque are consistent with
neoclassical theory predictions. The offset rotation rate is about 1% of the Alfven frequency or more
than double the rotation needed for stable operation at high �N above the n=1 no-wall kink limit in
DIII-D. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3129164�

I. INTRODUCTION

An outstanding problem for a nuclear fusion reactor
based on the tokamak confinement concept is that of impart-
ing sufficient toroidal rotation to a high-density plasma. To-
roidal rotation has been shown to be beneficial for a number
of reasons, including the effect on energy confinement from
toroidal rotation shear stabilization of turbulence,1 and the
yet not well-understood effect on the � threshold for stability
of neoclassical tearing modes2 ��= �p� / �B2 /2�o� is the di-
mensionless plasma pressure and �N=� / �Ip /aB� is the nor-
malized �, with Ip as the toroidal plasma current, a as the
plasma minor radius, and B as the magnetic field strength�.
Some minimum values of the toroidal rotation are even con-
sidered essential to avoid the problems of error field penetra-
tion, and at very high �N �such as in an advanced tokamak
reactor� to stabilize resistive wall modes.3 All of these rota-
tion effects tend to improve the plasma performance or re-
duce the risk of disruptions.

The same tool that is used in many tokamak experiments
to heat up a plasma, neutral beam injection �NBI�, also im-
parts momentum to the plasma. However, a burning plasma
does not need external sources of heat. On the other hand, a
burning plasma does need to operate at high density to maxi-
mize the fusion triple product of plasma density, confinement
time, and temperature. The penetration of neutral beams is
strongly reduced with increasing plasma density, therefore

NBI for toroidal momentum injection becomes a very costly
addition to a fusion reactor.

It has been observed that plasmas exhibit a nonzero tor-
oidal rotation even in the absence of external momentum
injection.4,5 A characteristic of this “intrinsic” rotation that is
common to different tokamaks is that, when normalized to
the ion thermal velocity, the intrinsic rotation at large minor
radius increases with �N. The direction of the intrinsic rota-
tion is co-Ip for discharges in a high-confinement mode
�H-mode�. Although this rotation may not be negligible in a
fusion reactor, theories do not exist that can predict its char-
acteristics.

While toroidal momentum sources are uncertain or ex-
pensive to come by, toroidal momentum sinks will be un-
avoidable in a fusion reactor. In addition to the angular mo-
mentum losses from turbulence and viscosity, unavoidable
magnetic nonaxisymmetries �field errors� apply torques that
can reduce the rotation. The physics of the interaction of
nonaxisymmetric, static magnetic fields with a rotating
plasma, has been the subject of extensive theoretical and
experimental studies. It is useful to divide the nonaxisym-
metric fields in two broad categories, depending on whether
the structure of the magnetic field perturbation is resonant or
nonresonant with respect to the field lines of the plasma.
Without plasma rotation, resonant fields cause reconnection
of the field lines close to the resonant surface, opening an
island in the nested flux surface equilibrium topology. This
effect is known to result in confinement degradation.6 Plasma
rotation at a rate larger than the rate at which magnetic re-
connection occurs leads to eddy currents on the resonant sur-
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face that shield the plasma from the resonant error field.
However, because of plasma resistivity, the shielding is not
perfect and a braking torque inversely proportional to the
plasma toroidal rotation results from the eddy currents

crossed with the error magnetic field, TR� ��B̃r /B�2 /V��,
where B̃r /B is the perturbed radial field normalized to the
equilibrium field and V� is the toroidal rotation velocity.7

Consistent with experimental observations, a simple “induc-
tion motor” model8 predicts a bifurcation of the plasma state,
with a sudden loss of torque balance followed by reconnec-
tion, when the resonant field braking is large enough to re-
duce the rotation to half of the initial, no error-field level.

Nonresonant fields also can apply a braking torque on a
rotating plasma, in general, proportional to the plasma rota-

tion, TNR� �B̃r /B�2V�. Although nonresonant fields cannot
directly cause reconnection nor bifurcation, their braking
torque can render the plasma less resilient to resonant error
fields by reducing the threshold of the resonant error field
above which a bifurcation occurs. Various processes contrib-
ute to the braking torque from nonresonant magnetic fields:
untrapped-particle ripple drag, trapped-particle ripple drag,
trapped-particle radial banana-drift effects. A simple model
of the untrapped-particle ripple drag,9 related to “transit time
magnetic pumping,” has been compared with various brak-
ing experiments conducted on the DIII-D tokamak using
nonresonant fields of toroidal mode number n=3.10,11 In gen-
eral, the torques predicted using vacuum calculations of the
applied n=3 fields underestimate the measured torques, by as
much as a factor of 5. More recently, a comparison of n=3
magnetic braking experiments on the National Spherical
Torus Experiment12 with theory, found better quantitative
agreement by adding the calculations of untrapped-particle
ripple drag and of trapped-particle radial banana-drift effects
using a neoclassical toroidal flow damping model.13,14

Predicting the effect of nonresonant fields on the plasma
rotation has recently received increased attention because
high-n fields �mostly nonresonant with respect to the plasma
field lines, except for some resonant components near the
plasma edge� have been shown to provide a tool to control
the pressure gradients at the plasma edge, and ameliorate one
of the major problems for tokamak-based approach to fusion,
that is the large bursting instabilities called edge localized
modes �ELMs�.15 In a plasma with strong momentum injec-
tion from neutral beams, large amplitude high-n magnetic
fields can be very beneficial by completely suppressing
ELMs. On the other hand, in a reactor plasma with small
external momentum injection, the braking torque from the
nonresonant components of the high-n magnetic fields that
are projected to be required for ELM suppression could lead
to locked modes.

However, new work on the neoclassical theory of toroi-
dal flows has highlighted a surprising feature implicit in the
neoclassical theory,13,14 but not included in previous
calculations:10–12 the prediction of a neoclassical “offset”
rotation, V�

� , associated with the torque driven by static
nonresonant magnetic fields �NRMFs�, such that TNRMF

� �V�−V�
��.16 This offset rotation is comparable in magnitude

to the ion diamagnetic rotation, but it is in the counter-Ip

direction. In a plasma with near zero toroidal rotation, the
application of nonresonant fields would lead to an accelera-
tion toward the offset rotation value. In this case, the non-
resonant torque acts in such a way to increase the resilience
of the plasma to resonant error fields.

The first observation of plasma acceleration driven, in
the counter-Ip direction, by the application of static NRMFs
with resulting improvement in the global energy confinement
time has been obtained in high temperature DIII-D tokamak
plasmas.17 The next section of this paper, Sec. II, describes
the discharge preparation and key equipment for these ex-
periments. In Sec. III, the effect of the NRMF on plasma
rotation and confinement is analyzed in detail, and in Sec. IV
it is shown that the observed radial profile of the offset rota-
tion is consistent with neoclassical theory predictions. The
NRMF torque dependence on various plasma parameters in
comparison with theoretical scalings and the importance of
the plasma response to the external field are investigated in
Sec. V. Section VI summarizes the results and discusses an
important consequence: the large NRMF torque from high-n
fields for ELM suppression in a fusion reactor may not rep-
resent a problem, but instead offer the potential that the
plasma will rotate at a significant rate, a rate sufficient to
provide confinement and stability benefits.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DISCHARGE
PREPARATION

Nonresonant magnetic field perturbations are applied to
DIII-D plasmas using the I-coil, a set of 12 picture-frame
coils toroidally distributed at two poloidal locations: six
above and six below the midplane.18 The high modularity of
the I-coil provides the capability to apply n=3 fields that are
almost purely non-resonant for the plasmas in this study, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

In the first set of experiments, the n=3 fields were ap-
plied to high �, high confinement �H-mode� plasmas with as
close as possible the same cross-section shape, safety factor,
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FIG. 1. �Color� Contour plot of the poloidal Fourier mode amplitudes for
the n=3 field applied by the I-coil in the discharges considered in this paper,
shown as a function of poloidal mode number m and normalized minor
radius. The dashed line shows the loci of m=nq resonance.
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density, and temperature, but different toroidal rotation. The
plasmas have a lower single null diverted cross section and
monotonic safety-factor profile with value close to 1 on axis,
and value at the 95% flux surface �q95� of �5.0. These dis-
charges were developed to isolate the effect of the n=3 field
on rotation, therefore the q95 value was selected such that the
applied n=3 fields are almost purely nonresonant with re-
spect to the plasma field lines and have almost no effect on
the ELM characteristics, as shown in Fig. 2.

Temperature, density, and the injected torque reach near
stationary values before the n=3 field application. The den-
sity and injected torque are kept as much as possible constant
across the time of field application. The density is controlled
by simultaneous pumping and feedback-controlled gas puff-
ing. The torque can be controlled by keeping the NBI power
constant. However, in most cases part of the NBI power was
feedback-controlled to keep constant the desired value of
beta. In these cases, the NB actuators were chosen so that the
net injected torque of the feedback controlled beams was
zero �co- and counter-Ip directed beams�.

A broad range of shot-to-shot NBI torque variation was
achieved by matching plasma conditions with normal and
reverse Ip direction, in addition to varying the mix of co- and
counter-Ip NBIs. With the normal Ip direction, DIII-D offers
the flexibility to choose the NB injectors among a pool of
five co-Ip and two counter-Ip injectors. In addition, DIII-D
offers the possibility to reverse the Ip direction. By matching
plasma conditions with normal and reversed Ip direction, the
plasma rotation was varied from the maximum �positive�
value attained with �4 co-Ip sources with normal Ip direc-
tion, to the minimum �negative� value attained with �4
counter-Ip sources with reversed Ip direction �the desired
high value of � required power from at least four NB injec-
tors�. The measured plasma rotation is the carbon impurity

ion rotation measured by charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy �CER�.

III. EFFECT OF NRMF TORQUE ON PLASMA
ROTATION AND CONFINEMENT

Evidence of a counter-Ip offset rotation associated with
the torque from a nonresonant magnetic field is shown in
Fig. 3 by the results of the application of a large amplitude
static n=3 field to similar discharges with different rotation
values. In all cases the n=3 field is ramped, in
10 ms starting from t=2 s, up to the value corresponding to
the maximum I-coil current �4.4 kA �2% �Fig. 3�a��.
All plasmas considered for this figure have �N in the
range 1.92�15% and electron density ne in the range
4.1�1019 m−3 �5%. The discharges with near-zero or nega-
tive plasma rotation are obtained with reversed Ip. Figure
3�b� shows the plasma rotation measured at normalized mi-
nor radius ��0.8 in the time range around the n=3 field turn
on. When the n=3 field is eventually turned off, all dis-
charges return to the rotation levels observed just before the
n=3 field turn on, except occasional discharges which by
then developed a locked n=1 tearing mode. The results of
the n=3 field application are qualitatively similar for all mi-
nor radii. When the n=3 field is applied to a corotating
plasma, a strong braking is observed. When the n=3 field is
applied to a plasma with an already fast counter rotation, still
a braking effect is observed, although somewhat smaller.
When the n=3 field is applied to a near stationary or slowly
counter-rotating plasma, a strong acceleration of the plasma
rotation in the counter-Ip direction is observed. The accelera-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Time histories of �a� the I-coil current producing the
n=3 field applied to the plasma and �b� the D� light measured by a photo-
diode detector.
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FIG. 3. �Color� Time histories of �a� amplitude of n=3 I-coil current and �b�
toroidal rotation for plasmas with different values of the �constant� NBI
torque �from 	5.5 N m to 3.5 N m�. �c� NRMF torque �=dL /dt� evaluated at
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Nearly zero torque is measured for initial rotation approximately 	50 km/s,
indicating the offset rotation at ��0.8.
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tion cannot be explained by the applied n=3 field correcting
an intrinsic n=3 error, since the same applied field causes
braking on similar reversed-Ip plasmas with faster rotation.
Furthermore, acceleration is also observed when applying an
n=3 field with opposite toroidal phase. The results are con-
sistent with neoclassical theory predicting a NRMF torque
TNRMF� �V�−V�

��. At intermediate counter rotation the n=3
field has virtually no effect, yielding for the offset rotation at
��0.8 a value V�

� �−50 km /s.
The rotation change observed on a time scale of the an-

gular momentum confinement time ��100 ms� from the
n=3 field application is not a direct measure of the n=3 field
torque, since changes in the energy and momentum confine-
ment characteristics follow the changes in the rotation di-
rectly caused by the n=3 field torque. The local torque ap-
plied by the n=3 field has been measured by calculating the
change in the time derivative of the angular momentum den-
sity, dL /dt, at the time the n=3 field is applied. To reduce the
effect of unrelated fluctuations, the time derivative is calcu-
lated on a quadratic fit to the rotation data for times just
following the n=3 field switch-on and on a linear fit to the
nearly constant rotation for times just preceding the n=3
field turn-on and following the turn-off of the field. The mea-
sured local torque densities are shown in Fig. 3�c�, together
with a linear fit to the weighted measurements. Within the
uncertainty in the measurements, the data are consistent
with a behavior of the NRMF torque of the type TNRMF

� �V�−V�
��.

The application of n=3 nonresonant fields to a plasma
with near-zero or slow counter rotation produces an accelera-
tion of the plasma rotation in the counter-Ip direction and an
improvement of the global energy confinement time. This
effect for one of the discharges �No. 131861� included in
Fig. 3 is analyzed in detail in Fig. 4. The NBI power and
torque are constant during the time range shown in the fig-

ure. The time history of the plasma rotation at ��0.8 shows
a large increase in rotation magnitude following the turn-on
of the n=3 field. The rotation returns to pre-n=3 field levels
as the nonaxisymmetric field is ramped back down to zero.
The rotation acceleration happens at all minor radii, as
shown in Fig. 4�d� by the radial profiles at times before and
after the n=3 turn-on. The figure shows profiles of the mea-
sured rotation of carbon impurity ion and the rotation of the
main ion species, deuterium. The deuterium rotation can be
estimated neoclassically from the measured carbon rotation
using the code NCLASS,19 which computes the poloidal rota-
tion of a multispecies plasma in shaped geometry. In this
way, the radial electric field Er is computed for the impurity
species using radial force balance and the deuterium rotation
is solved under the assumption that all species experience the
same Er. However, it should also be noted that the difference
between main ion and impurity rotation may not always be
adequately described by neoclassical theory,20,21 although at
least in these discharges there does not appear to be any
significant discrepancy of the impurity carbon poloidal rota-
tion compared with NCLASS predictions. The calculations
show a strong increase in the main ion rotation following the
application of the n=3 field. The time history of �N shows an
increase �over the unperturbed level� that correlates with the
plasma rotation waveform. The increase in �N at constant
injected power is due to an improvement in the energy con-
finement. This confinement improvement �about 10%� is
consistent with the paradigm of microturbulence stabilization
by increased shear in the E�B flow.22,23 In a torus, the
E�B shear stabilization criterion must be expressed in terms
of the shear in the �species-independent� toroidal rotation
driven by the radial electric field, 
E=Er /RB�:24 turbulence
is affected when the shearing rate, 
E�B= ��RB��2 /B�
���
E /���, becomes comparable to the linear growth rate of
the turbulence. As shown in Fig. 4�d�, 
E increases signifi-
cantly �in the counter direction� following the n=3 field ap-
plication. The magnitude of the shearing rate, instead, shows
only a slight increase for 0.3�0.6, as indicated in Fig.
4�e�. The figure also shows results from linear stability cal-
culations with the TGLF code25 predicting that, in the same
core region, the maximum growth rate for ion temperature
gradient modes is slightly reduced. The small increase in
shearing rate and correspondent reduction in turbulence
growth rate are consistent with the observed 10% improve-
ment in energy confinement.

The observation that 
E increases with the application of
the n=3 field is particularly important. Not only is 
E cor-
related with confinement improvement due to E�B shear
stabilization of microturbulence; 
E is also the key rotation
parameter for macroscopic stability improvements. Recent
high-beta experiments, which compared stability threshold
rotation profiles in co- and counter-rotating plasmas, show
that 
E is the important rotation in the wall-stabilized regime
�beta above the n=1 no-wall kink limit�.26 The neoclassical
offset rotation of 50 km/s shown in this paper is about 1% of
the Alfven frequency and it is two to three times higher than
the rotation needed for stable high beta operation in DIII-D.

FIG. 4. �Color� Time histories of �a� n=3 I-coil current amplitude, �b�
plasma toroidal rotation at ��0.8, and �c� �N �suppressed-zero y-axis� with
constant injected power and momentum for a plasma �discharge 131861�
with near-zero initial rotation at midradius. The vertical dashed lines in
��a�–�c�� indicate the times �color coded� for the radial profiles of �d� 
E, the
toroidal rotation of carbon ��� and deuterium ��D�, and of �e� the shearing
rate �
E�B� and the calculated maximum growth rate for ion temperature
gradient modes ��ITG�.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF THE OFFSET ROTATION

Neoclassical theory has long been used to understand the
effects of nonresonant magnetic fields applied to an axisym-
metric toroidal plasma.27 Since the NRMF produces
“ripples” in the magnetic field strength, particles can be
trapped in new magnetic wells, and orbits of banana-trapped
particles can be significantly modified. Both effects cause
increased collisional transport, with an enhancement of the
diffusion rate that is greater for the ions than for the elec-
trons. This leads to nonambipolar radial ion particle fluxes
and, in steady state, to radial currents that are necessary to
maintain plasma charge neutrality. A toroidal torque on the
bulk plasma ensues from the cross product of these “return”
currents with the equilibrium polodial magnetic field.

In the limit of very low ion collisionality ��i�0�, the
transport enhancement and therefore the NRMF torque, are
predicted to increase with �i. This is the so-called �-regime.
At higher collisionality, another regime can be distinguished
in the limit of the effective collisionality �the trapped-
untrapped ion collision rate �eff=�i /�, with � as the plasma
inverse aspect ratio� being much larger than the toroidal drift
rate of the banana orbits �which is approximately the toroidal
component of the E�B drift, 
E=Er /RB��, but smaller than

ti

	� �where 
ti=	Ti /mi /R0q is the ion transit frequency�.
At this higher collisionality, trapped particle effects �and
therefore the transport enhancement and NRMF torque� di-
minish with increasing �i. This is the so-called 1 /�-regime.
The experimental data discussed in this paper fall between
the � and 1 /� asymptotic limits.

It was only in the recent theoretical work by Cole et al.28

that the existence of an “offset” rotation, such that TNRMF

� �V�−V�
��, was pointed out explicitly. This offset rotation,

which is comparable in magnitude to the ion diamagnetic
frequency, but has direction opposed to the plasma current,
can be written as

V�
� =

kc

ZieB�

dTi

dr
, �1�

with kc depending on the collisionality regime. In the
�-regime limit it is kc�0.9. In the 1 /�-regime limit is
kc�3.5. A detailed model is still being developed in-between
these limits, where the experimental data is situated.

The magnitude and radial dependence of the offset rota-
tion observed in DIII-D has been compared to the theoretical
scaling for the � and 1 /� collisionality regimes and it is
found in qualitative agreement. The experimentally deter-
mined radial profile of the offset rotation can be approxi-
mated by the actual plasma rotation for discharge 131408
�intermediate counter rotation in Fig. 3�, for which at any
minor radius the n=3 braking produces no distinct angular
momentum change. For a closer match of the plasma rotation
to the offset rotation, the profile V�

�,exp��� is evaluated at
t=2.25 s, or several momentum confinement times into the
phase with maximum n=3 field amplitude. Since the theo-
retical formulation of the offset rotation deals with main ion
rotation, the radial profile of the calculated deuterium rota-
tion is used for the experimental offset rotation V�

�,exp���. The
comparison of V�

�,exp��� to neoclassical theory is shown by

the radial profile of kc= �V�
�,exp� / ��1 /ZieB���dTi /dr�� in

Fig. 5�b�. Figure 5�a� shows that at this time, the plasma is in
the � regime of collisionality to a varying degree for differ-
ent values of �. The values of kc��� fall between the theoret-
ical limits for the � and 1 /� regimes. In particular, kc is
closer to the theoretical limit for the � regime ��0.9� at the �
values where the plasma is deeper in this regime, consistent
with expectations. Given the uncertainties in the determina-
tion of the deuterium rotation, the profile of kc obtained using
the directly measured carbon rotation for V�

�,exp��� is also
shown for completeness. The results confirm that the experi-
mental offset rotation is consistent with the semiquantitative
neoclassical prediction. For a more detailed comparison be-
tween theory and experiment, a connecting formula between
the two regimes is needed.

V. NRMF TORQUE VARIATION WITH PLASMA
PARAMETERS

The rotation enhancement driven by nonresonant fields
is strongly reduced at low �N. Figure 6 illustrates the effect
of the n=3 field on a pair of discharges with the same un-
perturbed rotation, but large difference in �N. At higher �N, a
large acceleration is observed, while at lower �N, little or no
acceleration is seen.

At similar density, the �N difference between these dis-
charges is mostly due to a difference in the ion temperature.
In the lower �N discharge, both Ti and �Ti are reduced by
about 40% in most of the plasma. Because of the low unper-
turbed rotation, the �Ti difference contributes almost a factor
of �2 to the reduced NRMF torque via a factor of �2 re-
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Radial profile of ��i /�� / 

E
 for discharge 131408
at t=2.25 s. �b� Radial profiles of kc, indicating how the experimental offset
rotation profile in the deuterium �solid line� and carbon �dot-dashed line�
flow compares to the collisionality-dependent theoretical limits of the offset
rotation.
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duction in the offset rotation. To explain the approximate
order of magnitude difference in the observed acceleration, a
strong dependence of the NRMF torque on Ti must be in-
voked.

The dominant scaling factors in the neoclassical descrip-
tion of the NRMF torque depend on the collisionality re-
gime. From Ref. 28, the NRMF torque for a plasma in the
low collisionality �-regime can be written as

TNRMF,� � �B2�V� − V�
��niTi

−1/2
E
2 , �2�

while for a plasma in the higher collisionality 1 /� regime,
the NRMF torque can be written as

TNRMF,1/� � �B2�V� − V�
��ni

−1Ti
5/2, �3�

where �B is the NRMF causing the torque and ni is the ion
density. Note that the dependence on �B and �V�−V�

�� is
identical for the two regimes, while the exponents are differ-
ent for the dependencies on ni, Ti, and 
E.

The scalings of the NRMF torque observed in interme-
diate corotation DIII-D discharges have been compared to
the theoretical scaling for the � and 1 /� collisionality re-
gimes and it is found that the empirical scalings are not con-
sistent with the predicted values for the two asymptotic lim-
its, when only the I-coil is considered as source of the
NRMF. The consistency improves when the contribution �es-
timated from modeling and measurements� of the plasma
response to the total NRMF is included.

The first step in this analysis is to assume correct the
theoretical scalings for �B and for �V�−V�

�� in Eqs. �2� and
�3�. Later, these scalings will be tested together with the
empirically determined scalings for the other parameters. At
this stage, we neglect the plasma response, �Bplasma, to the
n=3 I-coil field, �Bext. Therefore the magnetic perturbation
in the plasma is simply proportional to the n=3 I-coil cur-
rent, �IIc,

�B = �Bplasma + �Bext � �Bext �4�

and

�B � �IIc. �5�

The scalings for ni, Ti, and 
E are determined from a
multiple linear regression fit to the function

TNRMF � �IIc
2 �V� − V�

��ni
�nTi

�T
E
�E �6�

of the NRMF torque measured in a group of discharges with
�20% variation in V�, �15% variation in �N, �25% varia-
tion in ni and Ti. The results are shown in Fig. 7 for the
measurements at normalized minor radius �=0.55–0.65.
This range of � is selected because the torque measurements
have a larger variation �increasing the dynamic range in the
regression� for �0.7, but are more accurate for ��0.5.

TABLE I. Exponents of �IIc, �V�−V�
��, 
E, ni, and Ti in the theoretical

expressions of the NRMF torque for the � and 1 /� collisionality regimes
and exponents �bold� from the multiple linear regression fit of the experi-
mental measurements to the NRMF torque function of Eq. �6�. Exponents
for �IIc and �V�−V�

�� are specified, since they are the same for the two
collisionality regimes.

� Experiment 1 /�

�IIc 2 2 2

V�−V�
� 1 1 1


E 	2 −0 .6�0 .3 0

ni 1 3 .6�0 .9 	1

Ti 	0.5 2 .6�0 .6 2.5

131400 131863
n = 3 I-coil (kA)

Time (s)

Vφ atρ ~0.5 (km/s)
0

1

2

1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3

Ti at ρ~0.5 (keV)

βN ~1.1

βN ~1.9

0
1
2
3
4
5

–40
–30
–20
–10

0

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. �Color� Time histories of �a� n=3 I-coil current amplitude and ion
temperature at midradius and �b� plasma toroidal rotation at midradius for
two discharges with �N=1.1 �131863, blue� and �N=1.9 �131400, red�, and
same initial rotation.
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rim
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t

–0.6
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–1.4–1.6
–1.6

–0.8 –0.6–1.0–1.2

–1.0

–0.8

–1.4

Log(dL/dt) at
0.55 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.65 (Nm/m3)

Log[cnst*δIl-coil (Vφ-Vφ*) nαn TαTωαω]2

αn= 3.6±0.9

αT = 2.6±0.6

αω = – 0.6±0.3

i i E

FIG. 7. �Color online� Multiple linear regression fit of the NRMF torque
measurement logarithms for 0.55���0.65 in a database of discharges with
variation of the measured torque by up to a factor of 7. The coefficients
determined by the fit are the exponents for ni, Ti, and 
E in the expression
for the NRMF torque. Note that ni=ne is assumed.
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The results of the multiple linear regression fit of the
NRMF torque measurements show a strong dependence of
the NRMF torque on the product niTi, above the dependence
expected from theory. The empirical scalings are compared
to the theoretical scalings for the � and 1 /� regimes in Table
I. Within the uncertainties, the exponents for Ti and 
E fall
between the two theoretical limits, but the exponent for ni is
clearly outside the range between the asymptotic limits.

In the above analysis of the NRMF torque scalings, the
exponents for �B and �V�−V�

�� in the theoretical expressions
for the � and 1 /� collisionality limits are assumed adequate
to represent the experimental data, since these exponents are
identical for the two limits and the experimental data lies
between those limits. In the next step of this analysis, these
exponents are tested together with the empirically deter-
mined exponents for the other parameters: ni, Ti, and 
E.

In the test, illustrated in Fig. 8 �Ref. 29 for more details�,
the evolution of the plasma rotation profile measured in a
discharge with strong NRMF braking is compared to the
simulated evolution calculated using the momentum balance
equation in TRANSP,30

mnR
�V�

�t
= �T + � · �mnR��

�V�

�r
� , �7�

with prescribed NRMF torque and momentum diffusivity.
The radial profile of the momentum diffusivity �� is ob-
tained from the rotation evolution observed without NRMF
�t2 s and t�3.2 s�. The radial profile of the NRMF
torque density is measured at t=2 s from the time rate of
change of the angular momentum density, then evolved ac-
cording to

TNRMF � �IIc
2 �V� − V�

��ni
3.6Ti

2.6
E
−0.6. �8�

The NBI torque is calculated with a Monte Carlo method
using the experimental measurements at all times. The excel-
lent agreement between measurements and simulations
across the minor radius shows that the NRMF torque param-
eter dependence is indeed well described by the expression
in Eq. �8� and that the effect of the n=3 I-coil field can be
simply characterized by the application of a torque, without
significant alterations to the momentum diffusivity profile.

Modifications to the torque function that explicitly ac-
count for the beta-dependent plasma response to the field
applied by the I-coil can improve the consistency between
the theoretical and empirical scalings for ni and Ti. The n
=3 plasma response is measured by an array of Mirnov sen-
sors measuring the poloidal magnetic field at the outboard
midplane, just inside the vessel. Because of the geometrical
symmetry, these sensors have small coupling to the I-coils.
Any residual coupling is removed in software, based on mea-
surements without a plasma. Figure 9 shows that the n=3
magnetic field due to the plasma response is observed to
increase with �N. To characterize the �N dependence with
a simple relationship, valid at least in the small range
1.4��N�2.4, we represent the measured normalized
plasma response as ��Bp

plasma /�IIc���N
��. Then, a linear re-

gression fit of the logarithm of the measurements yields the
exponent ��=1.6�0.2.

Assuming that our external measurements of the plasma
response give a representation of the behavior of the plasma
response inside the plasma as well leads to rewriting the
magnetic perturbation in the plasma �Eq. �5�� as

�B = �Bplasma + �Bext � �IIc� �N

�N,0
�1.6�0.2

+ 1� , �9�

where �N,0 is the value of �N at which the magnitudes of the
plasma response and the n=3 I-coil field are comparable in
the plasma.

Time (s)
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

0
2
4

Discharge #131320

(krad/s)
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20

30

40

0

–10

n=3 I-coil (kA)

Exp.

ρ=0.5

ρ=0.9

ρ=0.7

ρ=0.8

(a)

(b) Mod.

FIG. 8. �Color� Time histories of �a� the n=3 I-coil current and �b� the
plasma toroidal rotation measured at various minor radial locations �solid
lines�. The dot-dashed lines are the plasma rotation evolution simulated
using the TRANSP code.

1.0 1.5 2.0

βN
1.6

βN
2.5

n=3 plasma response
δBp/IIC (G/kA)

0.0

1.0

2.0

134522
134524

134527
134526

FIG. 9. �Color online� Magnetic measurements of the plasma response to
the n=3 field applied by the I-coil normalized to the I-coil current versus the
plasma �N. Measured field is the perturbed poloidal magnetic field at the
outboard midplane, just inside the vessel. Dashed line is the function
��Bp

plasma /�IIc���N
��, which best fits the data ���=1.6�0.2�.
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An estimate of �N,0 is obtained using the MARS-F code31

to model the ideal MHD plasma response to the n=3 I-coil
field in presence of a resistive wall. The total perturbed mag-
netic field is calculated for a series of equilibria generated by
scaling up and down the experimental pressure profile at
fixed boundary and q-profile, starting from the equilibrium
reconstruction of one of the discharges in the database of
Fig. 7. From the results shown in Fig. 10, the value of �N at
which the volume averaged I-coil field and plasma response
are comparable is �N,0�2.15. Note that this MARS-F mod-
eling does not include plasma rotation nor dissipation. It is
known that plasma rotation and various kinetic damping ef-
fects play an important role in the MHD stability with a
resistive wall at beta above the no-wall kink limit. Here, all
�N values are lower than the calculated no-wall beta limit for
the n=3 kink mode, �N

no-wall,n=3=2.7 and the kinetic energy of
rotation is always a negligible fraction of the stored energy
�1%�. Also note that a direct benchmarking of the code
results versus internal measurements of the plasma response
is needed and in progress.

The scalings for ni and Ti can now be recomputed from
a multiple linear regression fit of the torque measurements to
the torque function modified to include explicitly the beta
dependence of the plasma response to the n=3 I-coil field,
and using the previously determined exponent for 
E,

TNRMF � �IIc
2 � �N

�N,0
�1.6

+ 1�2

�V� − V�
��ni

�nTi
�T
E

−0.6.

�10�

The new experimental scalings from this multiple linear
regression fit are compared to the theoretical scalings in

Table II. The results of this analysis are that, by assuming
that the plasma response gives a contribution to the total
perturbed magnetic field inside the plasma comparable to the
external field and by separating the observed beta depen-
dence of the plasma response from the Ti and ni scalings, the
consistency between theoretical and experimental scalings
improves from the analysis using only vacuum calculations
of the magnetic perturbation. Within the uncertainties, the
empirical scalings for Ti, 
E, and ni suggest that the plasma
discharges may lie in-between the asymptotic limits for the �
and 1 /� regimes. Remaining disagreement could be attrib-
uted to profile effects �such as a stronger beta dependence at
the minor radius chosen for the regression analysis than the
dependence observed outside the plasma�, or to a stronger
plasma response than the MARS-F analysis indicates.

VI. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR ITER

DIII-D experiments with application of n=3 magnetic
fields to high beta plasmas demonstrate the existence of an
offset toroidal rotation, with direction counter to the plasma
current, associated with the static, nonresonant fields. When
the n=3 field is applied to a near stationary plasma obtained
by injecting small neutral beam momentum, the measured
toroidal rotation of impurity ions, as well as the measured
species invariant 
E rate, and the calculated toroidal rotation
of the main ions are all observed to increase in the counter
direction. The rotation acceleration is large enough to cause
an appreciable improvement in the global energy confine-
ment time, consistent with E�B shear reaching critical val-
ues. The observed magnitude, direction, and radial profile of
the offset rotation are consistent with neoclassical theory pre-
dictions. In DIII-D, the observed offset rotation is more than
double the rotation needed for stable operation at high beta
above the n=1 no-wall kink limit.

These experiments also provided a database of dis-
charges with sufficient parameter variations to test the scal-
ings of the NRMF torque. The observed strong dependence
on plasma density and temperature is not consistent with
neoclassical theory using vacuum calculations of the mag-
netic perturbation. However, the consistency between theo-
retical and experimental scalings improves when the plasma

TABLE II. Exponents of �IIc, �V�−V�
��, 
E, ni, and Ti in the theoretical

expressions of the NRMF torque for the � and 1 /� collisionality regimes,
and exponents �bold� from the multiple linear regression fit of the experi-
mental measurements to the NRMF torque function modified to extract the
beta dependence of the plasma response in the range 1.4��N�2.4
�Eq. �8��. The exponent for 
E is held to the previously determined value
�Table I�.

�

Experiment

���N/�N,0�1.6 + 1�2 1 /�

�IIc 2 2 2

V�−V�
� 1 1 1


E 	2 −0.6�0.3 0

ni 1 2 .2�0 .7 	1

Ti 	0.5 1 .5�0 .5 2.5

0

100

200

300

0 1 2
N

3

N,0

〈δB2〉
(G

/k
A)

2
MARS-F

Nn=
3,

no
-w

al
l

I-coil field
2x I-coil field
I-coil field +
plasma r esponse

FIG. 10. MARS-F modeling of the beta dependence of the plasma response to
the n=3 magnetic perturbation from the I-coil, based on equilibrium recon-
struction of discharge No. 131321. Interpolated data points are the
volume average of the total perturbed magnetic field inside the plasma,
��B2�= ��Bplasma

2 +�Bext
2 �. Horizontal solid line is the volume average of the

external field only, ��Bext�. Horizontal dashed line is twice the value of
��Bext�, therefore the intersection with the data interpolation yields �N,0, i.e.,
the �N value where ��Bext����Bplasma�. Vertical dashed line is the �N stabil-
ity limit for the n=3 kink without conducting wall.
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response to the n=3 NRMF is assumed to be comparable to
the applied field and the torque function is modified to in-
clude the measured �-dependence of the plasma response.
Ideal MHD calculations of the plasma response to the n=3
external field support the correctness of this assumption,
even at �N significantly lower than the no-wall beta limit for
the n=3 kink mode. In the � range of our observations, the
�-dependence of the plasma response may be a key reason
for the strong NRMF torque dependence on both ni and Ti.
An investigation into the radial variation of the empirical
scalings, a careful benchmarking of the ideal MHD plasma
response calculations, and the development of theoretical
models for the collisionality regime in between the neoclas-
sical � and 1 /� limits are all still needed for a more
quantitative understanding of the NRMF torque in these
experiments.

These results are particularly significant for a fusion re-
actor, where large externally applied nonaxisymmetric mag-
netic fields may be desirable for control of the pressure gra-
dients at the edge of a high-beta H-mode plasma and
suppression of ELMs. Two important implications may be
summarized as follows:

�1� The ideal MHD plasma response to the externally ap-
plied fields is likely to play a significant role in the phys-
ics of ELM suppression. It should be calculated in order
to understand and predict the effect of the external
fields.

�2� The nonresonant field torque associated with the total
magnetic perturbation could potentially supply the
dominant rotation torque over most of the plasma minor
radius, since other torque sources are expected to be
weak.

For the ITER baseline mode of operation �scenario 2�,
the expected profiles of the NBI-driven toroidal rotation and
of the neoclassical offset rotation are shown in Fig. 11. The
offset rotation is about equal in magnitude to the NBI-driven
rotation, but it is in the opposite direction. Note that the
toroidal rotation resulting after the application of large ELM
suppressing nonaxisymmetric fields is not simply given by
the sum of the offset and NBI-driven rotations. The rotation
in ITER will be determined by the balance of the torques
acting on the plasma.

Recent calculations33 of the expected torques from
ELM suppressing fields in ITER yield damping times
�dam=L /TNRMF �evaluated at the NRMF turn-on time� of
about 10 ms. Since the angular momentum confinement time
is �L=L /TNBI �at NRMF turn-on time� and it is generally
assumed in calculations that �L��E, then the ratio

TNRMF

TNBI
=

�L

�dam
, �11�

can be readily evaluated from the ITER scenario 2 value
�E�3.7 s. The result is that the NRMF torque from ELM
suppression fields in ITER scenario 2 plasmas may be up to
400 times larger than the NBI torque. In this case, the NRMF
torque from turning on the ELM suppression fields would
tend to bring the ITER plasma toroidal rotation from the
NBI-driven profile shown in Fig. 11, through zero and close
to the counter-Ip offset rotation shown in the same plot, even
with co-Ip NBI. This offset rotation was calculated using the
collisionality factor kc measured in DIII-D, i.e., in plasmas
that, like the ITER plasmas, are calculated to be mostly in
the �-regime of collisionality. This ITER offset rotation,
which is about 0.4% of the Alfven frequency, may be suffi-
cient to benefit confinement and stability. However, issues
related to the transition in rotation from NBI driven to
NRMF-driven, particularly during the crossing of zero rota-
tion, will need further investigation.
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